
Planting seeds for a fresh new garden! 

By Jessica Dean 

 

As we enter the spring months it can be a lovely time to clean out, purge, begin 

something anew, and plant new seeds - both literally and metaphorically.  Spring can be 

a time when we plant seeds in our gardens, so a perfect excuse to focus on planting new 

seeds in our minds and bodies! 

There are numerous ways to do this, but we will focus on just a few : 

1)  If I were to ask you to take a wild guess as to what percentage of our thoughts are 

THE EXACT SAME every single day, what would it be?  Take a moment to think about 

it…  Ok, are you ready?  Ninety-five percent of our thoughts are the exact same every 

single day!  No wonder habits, breaking patterns, and tendencies in mental health can be 

so difficult to change.  To explain this in the simplest terms I know how, simply know 

that every thought you initially have (this includes smells, experiences, tastes, emotions, 

etc.) goes into a storage container part of the brain.  I like to call it a garden, and the 

thought a seed.  What most individuals don’t realize is that the storage center/garden 

basically tells our conscious brain what to do, think, and say the next day, which waters 

the seed.  This continues and eventually that seed has become a strong tree with deep 

roots.  If you are wanting to elicit change in your life the first step is planting new seeds 

consciously.  This can be done by simply focusing on a positive present tense affirmation, 

or simply words, or noticing your thought patterns you want to change, and changing 

them.  Some examples might include:  I love my body, I can do anything I put my mind to, 

Healthy happy whole, courage, etc. 

2)  Yoga Nidra is an amazing healing guided meditation based on this brain science.  

Thirty minutes of quality Yoga Nidra is the equivalent to 3-4 hours of R.E.M. sleep.  

Additionally, during Yoga Nidra you create a sankalpa, positive present tense intention, 

and with Yoga Nidra you directly plant a small plant rather than just a seed.  I 

recommend finding your local yoga instructor who guides Yoga Nidra, or look for this 

meditation on YouTube, or contact me for my recording. 

3)   Lastly, for your daily yoga practice it is important for this time of year to focus on the 

belly, for two main reasons; working with our organs is very important for cleansing and 

the belly is our center of fire in the ancient science of yoga.  If any changes are to 

happen in the body physically, mentally, emotionally, energetically it starts with the fire 

in the belly.  Add the following to your yoga practice:  twists, inversions (shoulder stand 

or headstand), breath of fire, and agni sara if you know it.  Contact your local yoga 

instructor for your specialized spring yoga routine, or contact me for a skype session at 

jesspearlyoga@gmail.com. 
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